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ABSTRACT
Fetal Electrocardiogram (FECG) signal has the potential of being an efficient
diagnostic tool for determining congenital cardiac defects. Clinical information in the
FECG signal is often masked by Maternal Electrocardiogram (MECG) considered as the
most predominant interference, power line interference, and maternal Electromyogram
(EMG), Electrode content noise, motion artifact, inherent noise, ambient noise and
baseline wander. FECG signal features may not be readily available due to the existence
of huge amount of physiological and structural interferences. Therefore, Fetal ECG
should be separated from composite AbdominalECG, and there are many powerful and
well advanced methods for this purpose. In this paper a range of promising algorithms
for Fetal ECG extraction based on adaptive filtering, artificial intelligence and wavelet
transform are discussed.
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because FECG (Zuckerwar et al.,1993) is

INTRODUCTION
Heart defects are being the most

contaminated

by

fetal

brain

activity,

common birth defects and the leading cause of

myographic (muscle) signals (from both the

sudden prenatal death (Minino et al., 2007).The

mother and fetus), movement artifacts and

cardiac defect may be very slight so that the

multiple layers of different dielectric biological

baby appears healthy and normal for many

media through which the electrical signals must

years after birth, but suddenly becomes so

pass. Fetal monitoring is based entirely on the

severe due to that its life is in immediate

fetal heart rate and does not incorporate

danger. Congenital heart defects originate when

characteristics of the fetal ECG (fECG)

the heart is forming and they can affect any of

waveform that are the cornerstone of cardiac

the parts or functions of the heart. Cardiac

evaluation. The main reason for this is there is

anomalies may occur due to a inherited

no available technology to reliably measure

disorder, genetic syndrome, or environmental

fECG. Most of the heart defects have some

factors such as infections or misuse of drug

manifestation in their morphology, which is

during pregnancy (Pajkrt et al.,2004). Every

believed to contain much more information as

year one out of 125 babies is born with some

compared with other conventional methods

kind of congenital heart defects.FECG carries

(Peters et al.,2001).Most of the clinically useful

vital information about the cardiac function of

information in the FECG signal is found in the

fetus.

amplitude and duration of its waveforms
The

characteristics

of

the

fetal

electrocardiogram (FECG),such as heart rate,
waveform,

and

dynamic

behavior,

(Ananthanag & Sahambi,2003)
Early History of Fetal ECG

are

The fetal electrocardiogram was first

important in determining the fetal life, fetal

observed by M. Cremer in 1906 (Cremer,

development, fetal maturity, and existence of

1906). The early works in this area were

fetal distress or congenital heart disease.Fetal

performed

electrocardiography has

proved an effective

apparatus of that time, which were limited by

tool for imaging specific structural defects only

the very low amplitude of the fetal signals.

at the time of labor not during pregnancy

Fetal

by

using

the

electrocardiography

galvanometric

became

more
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feasible and popular when measurement and
amplification

techniques

are

Now there exists a problem with low
fetal SNR, especially in presence of the strong
maternal cardiac interference. In the 1960's
electrodes were

placed between the intact

membranes of the fetus and the wall of the
uterus to record FECG, had improved SNR for
FECG analysis however,

it is dangerous

technique, may rupture the membrane of the
premature by the insertion of the electrode. A
new technique is (Hon, 1960) introduced, in
which electrodes are placed directly on the fetal
scalp by inserting through the cervix, to record
FECG, so called invasive method but the
procedure is inconvenient. Then by placing
on

the

maternal

Morphology of FECG

improved,

(Goodyer et al., 1942 & Lindsley, 1942).

electrodes

(77-91)

abdomen,

Mechanical function of the fetal heart
differs from an adult heart. The wave-like
pumping action of the heart is controlled by a
network of neural fibers that are distributed
throughout

the

myocardium

and

also

coordinates the hearts regular contraction and
relaxation. The myocardial stimulation starts
from the sinoatrial node (SA-node), which
serves as the natural pacemaker for the heart.
The S Anode is a cluster of cells located in the
upper-right posterior wall of the right atrium,
which ends the electrical impulse that triggers
each heartbeat. This impulse further stimulates
the second cluster of cells, namely the
atrioventricular

node.

(AV-node)

that

is

situated in the lower posterior wall of the right
atrium.

Abdominal ECG is recorded. This procedure is

After the AV-node, the depolarization

called non-invasive method can be done during

front enters the bundle of His, the left and right

pregnancy. Shortly afterwards, due to the rapid

bundles, and ends in the Purkinje fibers,

development in computer science and signal

depolarizing the ventricular muscles in its

processing area,

FECG extraction from

way.The procedure of myocardium contraction

Abdominal ECG has carried out by suitable

is known as the depolarization (or systole)

signal processing and appropriate filtering

cycle that is followed by the repolarization (or

techniques.

diastole) cycle, in which the myocardium
relaxes and becomes ready for the next
activation.
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different letter, the P, Q, R, S, T and U peaks.
This letter representation was first coined by
Einthoven in 1895. Where the P peak results
from the depolarization of the atrial, the P-R
interval is the time between the depolarization
of the atria and the depolarization of the
ventricles. The QRS-complex results from the
depolarization of the ventricles, The T wave
displays the depolarization of the ventricles and
the U wave is usually not present or not
important resulting from a rest potential. The
origin of the U wave is not clear but it probably
represents

“after depolarization’s” in

the

ventricles (Lenssen,2008). The FECG may be
Fig.1 The fetal heart and its nervous
connections. RA and LA, right atrium and left
atrium; RV and LV, right ventricle and left
ventricle. (Parer JT: Physiological regulation of
fetal heart rate. J Obstet Gynecol Neonatal
Nurs 5:265, 1976)

divided into the following sections.

Electrical Activity of Fetal Heart

(depolarization) wave front propagates from the

The Fetal Electrocardiogram (FECG) is

P-wave: A small low-voltage deflection
caused by the depolarization of the atria prior
to

atrial

contraction

as

the

activation

SA node through the atria.

a time-varying signal reflecting the ionic
current flow which causes the cardiac fibers to
contract and subsequently relax (Malmivuo &
Plonsey,1995). The surface FECG is obtained

PQ-interval: The time between the
beginning of atria depolarization and the
beginning of ventricular depolarization.

by recording the potential difference between

QRS-complex: The largest-amplitude

two electrodes placed on the surface of the skin

portion of the FECG caused by currents

(Lindsley,1942). The standard FECG signal

generated when the ventricular contraction.

consists of six peak signals each defined with a
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QT-interval: The time between the

DIRECT ANALYSIS OF FETAL ECG

onset of ventricular depolarization and the end

Larks (Larks, 1962) reported that when

of ventricular repolarization. Clinical studies

fetus is in vertex presentation, fetal R-peaks are

have

QT-interval

positive peaks where as maternal peaks are

increases linearly as the RR-interval increases.

negative peaks. During the first two trimesters

Prolonged QT-interval may be associated with

of pregnancy the fetus does not have a specific

delayed ventricular repolarization which may

presentation and moves about a lot. By the

cause ventricular tachyarrhythmia’s leading to

middle of the third trimester the fetus

sudden cardiac death.

commonly settles in ahead-down position

demonstrated

that

the

known as the vertex presentation, which is
ST-interval: The time between the end
of S-wave and the beginning of T-wave.
Significantly elevated or depressed amplitudes
away from the baseline are often associated
with cardiac illness.
T-wave:

Ventricular

more appropriate for birth (Osei et al.,1999). In
such cases fetal R peaks are detected easily
even without removing MECG by simple peak
detection method by calculating R-R intervals,
is not always possible, because this method

repolarization,

whereby the cardiac muscle is prepared for the
next cycle of the ECG.

depends

on

the

fetal

presentation

and

gestational age.
ADAPTIVE FILTERING
Different types of adaptive filters have
been used for fetal and maternal signal
separation. These methods use one or more
reference maternal signals(Widrow et al., 1962
& Outram et al.,1995 & Mihaela et al.,2011&
Prasanth et al.,2013)for training an adaptive or
matched filter, or directly training the filter
without reference signal (Farvet, 1968 & Park

Fig. 1: Standard P, Q, R, S, T and U wave form
of human heart; adopted from (Adam & Shavit,
1990).

et al.,1992) for extracting the fetal QRS waves.
Ad hoc filters such as least square error fittings
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and partition-based weighted sum filters (Shao

methods were used to improve the quality of

et al., 2004) have also been used for FECG

extracted signal. A linear adaptive filter

extraction. The kalman filter, a general class of

(Widrow & Stearns, 1985) was used to extract

adaptive filter (Sameni, 2008 & Niknazar et al

the FECG by considering abdominal ECG as

2013) uses only an arbitrary MECG as

primary inputs where as thoracic ECG taken

reference for MECG cancellation and FECG

from maternal chest as reference inputs.

extraction.

Though this method provides a solution it fails

Set of state-space equations (Sameni,
2007) was used to model the temporal
dynamics of ECG signals, for designing a
Bayesian filter for ECG denoising. This

to extract when maternal and fetal signals are
overlapped each other. So it is not best for
clinical practice.
WAVELET TRANSFORM

Bayesian filter framework was used to extract

Wavelet technique was applied (Datian

fECG from single channel mixture of mECG

& Xuemei, 1996) to detect the presence of

and fECG. However, the filter fails to

distorted MECG signal and then MECG

discriminate between the maternal and fetal

component has eliminated from the composite

components when the mECG and fECG waves

signal. Sometimes even after the elimination of

fully overlap in time. The reason is that when

MECG,

mECG is being estimated, fECG and other

complicated and challenging because the

components are supposed to be Gaussian

wavelet analysis could enhance FECG signal

noises.However, this assumption is not true,

alone. It also detects the singularity of signal

especially when mECG and fECG waves fully

either in time or frequency domain.

overlap in time it is difficult for the filter to
follow desired ECG.

FECG

observation

was

still

The method developed in (Echeverria
et al.,1996) uses wavelet analysis and pattern

An improved method (Swarnalatha &

matching, in which at pre-processing stage low

Prasad, 2010) uses multistage adaptive filtering

and high frequency noises in the AECG signal

for

MECG

was suppressed based on optimal wavelet multi

cancellation has been done by considering

resolution decomposition and then maternal

thoracic ECG as reference signal also denoising

QRS complexes were cancelled by means of

FECG

extraction

in

which
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pattern matching and template subtraction.

wander

Then by applying a QRS detection algorithm,

Daubechies 20 wavelet function with 12 levels

fetal QRS complexes were identified.

of decomposition was performed on the raw

FECG was separated and monitored in
(Mallat & Hwang, 1992) by calculating
lipschitz exponent. This method fails to locate
the FECG, if it was obscured by the MECG,
which continues more than 2 times in a 10-s
period that may be a main drawback of this
method. Also there is a need to set the
thresholds

on

the

wavelet

co-efficients

dynamically due to the existence of more noise
content because of uterine contraction.
Wavelet transforms based approach
proposed in (Papadimitriou et al., 1996) that
efficiently eliminates transient spikes and
reduces both Gaussian and colored noise
without affecting or destroying the information
content of the signal. Noise components were
detected by analyzing the evolution of the WT
modulus maxima across scales. Multi-scale
maxima that correspond to noise components
were eliminated then de-noised fetal signal was
reconstructed by taking inverse WT.
Wavelet

based

multi

resolution

analysis(MRA) has developed in (Mochimaru
& Fujimoto,2002)to remove the base line

and

the

other

existing

noises,

ECG data. Noise conponents were eliminated
by thresholding the wavelet co-efficient at each
level. Complex continuous wavelet transform
(CCWT) based technique has implemented in
(Karvounis et al.,2004) along with modulus
maxima theory to detect fetal QRS complexes
from multi channel MECG recordings. CCWT
was used to identify stationary sections and to
locate as well as characterize singularities.
In (Karvounis et al.,2006),

FHR

extraction from composite AECG signal has
been done based on time frequency analysis,
procedure composed of

three stages. In the

first stage maternal QRS complexes were
eliminated by detecting maternal R-peaks and
fiducial

points

using

time-frequency

analysis.At the second stage fetal R peaks were
located using complex wavelets and pattern
matching techniques,finally based on histogram
technique overlapped fetal R peaks were
detected at the third stage.
Combination of Wavelet and ICA,called
WICA technique proposed in (Azzerboni et
al.,2005) used

each row data into an n-
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INFOMAX is a learning rule which was used

each scale they found the local maxima of the

to compute the demixing matrix. By this

absolute value of dyadic wavelet transform by

algorithm the independent components (ICs)

using threshold method,the position of each

were extracted and the IC accounting for FECG

local maxima was considered to be the location

was selected. Using WICA method FHR was

of a QRS complex. They have computed the

detected and the Q, R, and S waves were

heart rate by calculating the inverse of the time

visible without any signal amplification.

interval between two consecutive R waves.

An algorithm proposed in (Almagro et

Real

time

electrocardiogram

al., 2006) to design a new mother wavelet

(FECG)

(MW)

mother

developed in (Desai et al., 2012) based on

wavelet(AECG MW) for extraction of fetal

multi-scale discrete wavelet transform (DWT).

ECG. Unlike other MWs which were used in

Wavelet based peak detection detects QRS

extraction of fetal ECG, this newly proposed

complex more accurately for identifying peaks

MW was designed to have a shape similar to

and valleys of noisy FECG signal. Two channel

AECG. To design such an MW, at least eight

perfect reconstruction (PR) filter banks were

Gaussians should be used to model the 4 peaks

used to implement the efficient way discrete

in QRST of MECG and 4 peaks in QRST of

wavelet transform.

called

abdominal

ECG

FECG.

feature

fetal

extraction

system

was

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
A way for detecting QRS complex

In

(Liszka- Hackzell,

1994) back

based on dyadic wavelet transform (D WT y )

propagation network and the SOM network

has represented in (Kadambe, et al.,1999).

were used to categorize the FHR patterns.A

They have designed a Spline wavelet for

new method for FHR baseline determination

detecting QRS complex which was the

using ANNS was proposed in (Marques et al.,

transient part in the ECG signal.Here detection

1994).

process was based on “the property that the

estimation and baseline classification with

absolute value of D WT y has localized maxima

multi layer perception artificial neural networks

across several consecutive scales at the instant

were applied on AECG data. Results obtained

of the occurrence of transient.” In this case, for

by these approaches were compared based on

Two

methods

namely

baseline
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their practical application. In (Magenes.et al.,

with the maternal heart so the electrical activity

1999) a method was implemented with neural

produced by fetal heart is much weaker than

and fuzzy classifiers to differentiate the normal

the maternal due to its domination nature,

and pathological fetal states also to improve the

MECG can be estimated easily then subtracted

diagnostic information contained in CTG

from the AECG, to get FECG. When compared

signals.

to the conventional filtering techniques this

In (Selvan & Srinivasan,2000) neural
network real time recurrent learning algorithm
was applied for training which converges faster
to a lower mean squared error and also it is
well

suitable

for

real-time

processing.In

(Camps et al.,2001) FIR neural network was
used for FECG extraction, in order to provide
highly nonlinear dynamic capabilities. In this
method

thoracic

maternal

signal

was

considered as a reference signal, doesn’t have

produce better result because instead of
elimination subtraction was used. In (Warrick
et al., 2005) signal processing tools and neural
networks were used to develop an automated
technique to detect the FHR pattern of baseline,
acceleration and deceleration. However, ANN
based

FECG

extraction

methods

have

advantages also drawbacks, such as nonconvex quadric minimization, which may result
in multiple minima and the risk of over fitting.

fetal contributions and the desired signal was

A new method described in (Amin et

composite abdominal ECG signal.Though in

al.,2011) using ADALINE for FECG extraction

(Widrow et al.,1975) many reference signals

which emulates maternal signal as closely as

had taken into consideration, the proposed

possible to abdominal signal, thus only predict

method has considered only one thoracic

the maternal ECG in the abdominal ECG. The

signal.

network error equals abdominal ECG minus
In (Reaz, & Wei,2004)adaptive linear

neural network based FECG extraction method
was proposed which trained

the input

composite AECG signal to vanish out the
maternal signal therefore fetal ECG signal was
isolated. Fetal heart is so small when compared

maternal ECG, which is the fetal ECG. The
characteristic that enables fetal extraction is
due to the correlation between maternal ECG
signals and the abdominal ECG signal of
pregnant

woman.A

method

described

in

(Maryam, 2012) combines ANFIS and genetic
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Algorithm to extract FECG, Here ANFIS has

CONCLUSION

been used to determine the non linear

The fetal electrocardiogram (FECG)

transformation (MECG).FECG is extracted by

was first demonstrated 114 years ago, but

Subtracting

the

initial progress of research into the subject was

determined MECG signal from the abdominal

slow and limited. As improved amplifiers

ECG (AECG) signal.

became

the

aligned

version

of

In(Assaleh,2007) adaptive neuro-fuzzy
inference

system

Electrocardiogram

(ANFIS)

for

extraction

Fetal
was

presented.ANFIS is used to nonlinearly align
the maternal ECG signal with the components
of maternal ECG in the abdominal ECG signal.
Hence identified maternal components were
cancelled from the abdominal ECG signal and
finally Fetal ECG signal was extracted.

available,

the

detection

of

the

waveform became easier, but observation of
waveform morphology was

still difficult

because of background noise.The signal-tonoise ratio of the original FECG waveform was
improved considerably with the use of directly
applied fetal electrodes and the development of
signal processing and computer techniques
which allowed signal enhancement. In this
survey paper techniques based on adaptive
filtering, artificial intelligence and wavelet

In (Kezi et al., 2005) an adaptive neuro-

transform for FECG signal extraction from the

fuzzy logic method has proposed for FECG

composite AECG signal were discussed along

extraction and MECG cancellation. Rather than

with their advantages and drawbacks.

using

conventional

filtering

techniques,

adaptive filter was used for noise cancellation
in the proposed technique, because it is a self
adjusting filter, can change according to the
environment and also when the signal was
passed through a filter it suppress the nose and
the signal remains unchanged while leaving the
filter. Also this filter does not require a prior
knowledge of signal or noise characteristics.
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